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On Monday 27th March, West Lea School held a 
Red Nose Day Ceremony. Classes from across the 
school participated in the hilarious machinations of 
Mr Oz and Mr Hepworth. 

Red Nose Day 

mined by votes from the audience. Another game 
that was played was the “Who Am I” round. This in-
cluded students impersonating staff and it was up to 
the audience to guess who they were. Punctuating  

these games were the Red Nose Awards, the cate-
gories of which ranged from Coolest Adult to Most 
Boring Adult. Needless to say the whole event was 
a riotous occasion enjoyed by all. Massive thanks to 
Mr Oz and Mr Hepworth for putting in all the hard 
work for us all to enjoy. 

Throughout the ceremony there were games such 
as “Make Me Smile” where students did their best 
to crack the stoic faces of the teachers. There was 
also the “Funny Faces” round where students mor-
phed their faces into the funniest expression they 
could come up with, and the winner was deter 



On Tuesday 28th March, we held our annual 

Spring Festival. Each class summoned their crea-

tive powers and put in a great deal of hard work to 

compose a variety of performances for the whole 

school including attending parents.   

Zorn and Simmonds put together a piece on 

World War II which included musical as well as 

theatrical elements.  

Dutoit and Lanthaler performed the famous “Long 
and Winding Road” by the Beatles. 

The performances covered a wide range of differ-

ent themes of the season as well as stories of his-

toric events.  

Silva treated the audience to a song about the 

sounds of animals while Victor sang and signed to 

a song about the different movements of that 

iconic Easter creature, the bunny rabbit.  

Murray read a beautifully composed poem about 

the story of Jesus. Peacock did the entire song 

“Sign” by Gary Barlow in Makaton sign.  

Spring Festival 



Of course the winners were exceedingly pleased 
with their prizes. 

However, even after the show and the raffle, it was 
not yet the end of the festivities. It turns out that the  

English class. Once the performances had finished 
the whole school held a raffle, courtesy of the PTA 
who had put in an enormous amount of work to ar-
range as well as coordinate everything. Prizes 
ranged from chocolate selections to toys to massive 
luxury baskets of all kinds of wonderful treats.    

Lister delighted everyone with a Benny Hill 
themed game of cat and mouse with different at-
tempts people have tried to capture the Easter 
Bunny.  

day. Fox arranged a fantastic reading of various 
similes they’d composed as part of their work in  

Easter Bunny herself happened   to be in their 
neighbourhood and decided to pay us all a visit. 
The event was an enormous success and we all 
owe everyone who contributed to that success an 
equally massive debt of gratitude. Thank you every-
one so very much. Happy Easter.    

Wright chose to read a series of very moving Hai-
ku’s of their own composition inspired by mother’s  



OUR STARS OF THE WEEK! 

   NOTICES! 
 

 Please can parents label all clothing the students bring in. There are so 
many similar looking clothes being brought in that they can be very easily 
confused with another student’s. 

 Breakfast Club in the mornings is now up and running. Anyone interested in 
joining please leave a message for Mrs Ahmed.    

Student Award 

Ben For brilliant behaviour at Willow’s Farm 

Mason For working hard in Murray 

Natascha For being so enthusiastic in all her lessons 

Isabel For getting so much better at introducing herself to others 

James For doing his homework 

Jake For always participating well in discussions and for answer-
ing questions in class 

Lenny For being very kind and helpful to all his friends 

Emma For an excellent performance in the road safety assembly 

Sarah-Jane For doing brilliantly in the road safety assembly 

James For doing brilliantly in the road safety assembly 

Class Award 

Silva For fantastic behaviour at Willow’s Farm 

Dutoit For having a great work experience 

Victor Best attendance for spring term 

Lanthaler Best attendance for spring term 


